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Unpredictability of Seizures and the Burden of Epilepsy

Andreas Schulze-Bonhage, Anne Kühn

1.1
Introduction

About 0.8 % of the world’s population suffer from epilepsy. The classical defi-
nitions [1] of epilepsy deem the ‘spontaneous occurrence’ of recurrent seizures
to be essential for a seizure disorder to be diagnosed as ‘epilepsy’. Spontaneous
seizures stand in contrast to situation-related seizures which are thought to be
triggered by precipitants of the ictal event. The term ‘spontaneous’ reflects our
present lack of understanding about the mechanisms underlying interictal–ictal
transitions. Indeed, the relative contribution of genetic make-up in determin-
ing the individual ‘seizure threshold’, of intrinsic fluctuations in EEG dynamics,
and of external factors, toward the development of an ictal state are unknown.
It follows from this that it is currently not possible to predict the critical time
points at which the interictal–ictal transition and the manifest ‘seizure’ take
place.

Overt symptoms in epilepsy are virtually absent during the interictal period
(as long as no elaborated diagnostic procedures are performed). This means
that patients might be thought to suffer from the disease only during the
brief paroxysmal episodes. A mean seizure frequency of three such events
per month in the average adult pharmacoresistant patient [2] and an average
seizure duration of 1–2 minutes [3–5] corresponds to a symptomatic period
that effectively lasts less than one hour per year. Even if impairments during
the postictal period are taken into consideration, most epilepsy patients are in
a functional interictal state without obvious impairments for 95–99 % of the
time.

Despite the relatively low percentage of absolute time in the ictal state, the
unpredictability of seizures still overshadows the life of most epilepsy patients.
The simple fact of not knowing when an interictal–ictal transition may occur can
greatly accentuate the subjective impact of potentially imminent seizures on the
patient’s everyday life [6–10]. Seizure unpredictability has major implications for
patients, including its impact on medical diagnosis, its current role in determining
the therapeutic approach, and its practical clinical consequences for the patients,
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ranging from the risk of complications secondary to epileptic seizures to socio-legal
constraints and psychiatric comorbidity of the disease.

1.2
Medical Implications of Unpredictability

1.2.1
Diagnostic Uncertainty

Based on the intermittent character and brief duration of epileptic seizures,
the patient will meet a physician in the vast majority of cases in the interictal
state only, even if treated for years. This may delay or considerably reduce the
chances of correct diagnosis. This is particularly true when additional features
of epileptic attacks, such as partial or complete loss of consciousness during
a seizure and retrograde amnesia for ictal events, render it difficult to obtain
sufficient circumstantial information on the paroxysmal events, from the patient’s
history [11]. Documentation and analysis of paroxysmal events using video-EEG-
monitoring is the gold standard for determining the diagnosis of epilepsy [12–14],
but the unpredictability of the events may make this diagnostic method unfeasible
in cases with low frequency.

1.2.2
Treatment Options

Whereas in other paroxysmal diseases, such as migraine, an effective acute
intervention is possible in the early phase of an attack, the brief duration of
most epileptic seizures places a severe limitation on the potential effect of
acute treatment. Medical treatment will not take effect if systemically applied
before a seizure has spontaneously ended because of the pharmacokinetic delays
between application and efficacy at their targets associated with drug absorp-
tion and distribution. Brain stimulation offers advantages in this respect. But
at present, stimulation is only used, albeit widely, in the form of vagus nerve
stimulation, which can be interactively triggered by the patient him or herself
or another person by using a magnet, once the clinical symptoms become
overt [15]. So far, the efficacy of ictal vagus nerve stimulation has yet to
be studied in detail in the human; limited efficacy may be related to rapid
spread of ictal activity, particularly if clinical seizure onset precedes its activa-
tion [16]. Rapid detection methods may provide new opportunities in a closed-loop
setting [17].

The unpredictability of seizure occurrence generally results in the treatment
being performed continuously over time in order to prevent interictal–ictal transi-
tions. In treatments using brain stimulation via the vagus nerve or directly using
intracranially implanted depth electrodes, more or less continuous stimulation
patterns with variable duty cycles are applied [18,19]. The vast majority of patients
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have to take medication every day over a period of years, independent of actual
seizure frequency. As the aim is to achieve a steady drug concentration at the target
site, many drugs require an intake of at least twice a day, in some cases up to
four times a day, to avoid breakthrough seizures [20], which may pose problems
for patient compliance [21]. Drug level fluctuations in the case of irregular intake
or of intercurrent alterations in resorption, metabolism or pharmacodynamic
interactions may themselves trigger ‘withdrawal’ seizures [22–25].

The unpredictability of seizure occurrence is not the only burden for patients
because of the regular intake requirement of antiepileptic medication. A contin-
uously high level of antiepileptic medication is necessary for an optimal control
of seizure frequency but is often accompanied by side effects. These typically
encompass unspecific CNS-related effects like tiredness, dizziness, blurred vision
or headaches, but may also include more specific impairments in cognition includ-
ing difficulties with attention, concentration or language functions [26]. In turn,
such dose-dependent side effects during continuous intake often place constraints
on the maximal efficacy a drug can achieve; the need for continuous long-term
administration thus affects both efficacy and tolerability of present-day pharma-
cotherapy. Another problem related with the continuous long-term treatment is
the loss of efficacy in certain drugs (e.g., benzodiazepines) which are effective
only in an acute setting but not for a protracted period, this being due to the
development of tolerance [27]. At maximally tolerated dosages with continuous
systemic drug administration, about one third of current epilepsy patients con-
tinue to have epileptic seizures and are regarded as ‘pharmacoresistant’ [28].
Seizure prediction would therefore open new avenues for drug treatment; for
example, using short-acting drugs like lorazepam, or the transient application
of high drug dosages for acute seizure abortion which cannot be used in the
long term.

1.2.3
Physical Risks

Patients with epilepsy frequently suffer from seizure-related injuries [29–31].
These result in part from the loss of control over the motor system during a
seizure, as in the case of falls during atonic or tonic seizures. Often, a limited
reactivity to external stimuli plays a major role in epilepsy-related injures. The
loss of consciousness or delayed reactivity may therefore lead to an increased
accident risk of patients exposed to demanding road traffic, particularly if there
is no preceding warning symptom [29]. Similarly, the risk of accidental physical
harm is increased in a spectrum of sport activities [32]. Even at home, the
risk of sustaining seizure-related injuries is greatly increased during everyday
activities; examples of these are increased frequencies of burns during cooking or
showering [33, 34], or an increased risk of drowning in the bathtub [35], which
is a major cause of death in epilepsy patients. The absence of any warning signal
preceding a seizure may in fact increase the risk of accidental physical harm
considerably.
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1.2.4
Risks Associated with Continuous Long-term Antiepileptic Treatment

Although most antiepileptic drugs are remarkably well tolerated over many years,
there is a spectrum of substance-dependent risks associated with continuous long-
term application. The relative importance of such side effects may be different
depending on age. Cognitive side effects of phenobarbitone and pro-apoptotic
actions of several drugs may be particularly important in the developing brain [36],
the hormonal effects of valproate [37] may have their greatest impact in fer-
tile females, and the induction of ostepenia by enzyme-inducing drugs [38, 39]
may play a particular role in increasing the risk in the elderly for the devel-
opment of pathological fractures. Other side effects of chronic intake like the
development of cerebellar atrophy and polyneuropathy with phenytoin [40, 41],
disturbances of hormonal metabolism [42], the induction of mood disorders by
several drugs [43] and the development of visual field constrictions with vigaba-
trin [44] are consequences of long-term intake and pose problems at any age.
The task of controlling the development of side effects related to long-term ther-
apy imposes considerable costs on the healthcare system, even if these effects
are as rare as certain idiosyncratic reactions, like liver failure or bone marrow
aplasia.

1.3
Psychosocial Consequences of Unpredictability

The unpredictability of seizure occurrence has psychological and social conse-
quences that are often closely interrelated. Seizures that reoccur frequently and
unpredictably are accompanied by a patient’s objective loss of control associated
with the reduced ability to steer motor behavior and by the subjective loss of control
associated with feeling overwhelmed by the effects of the disease. This experience is
particular to epilepsy, the consequences of which are reflected in the psychological
concept of ‘locus of control’ and in the development of psychiatric symptoms of
anxiety and depression that have, in turn, social implications.

1.3.1
Loss of Control

The concept of ‘locus of control’ reflects the cognitive style of attributing events
and actions to either internal or external factors. Internal factors encompass
the person’s own behavior, abilities or characteristics, whereas external factors
include chance or misfortune on the one hand and actions of other persons on
the other. This psychological concept thus deals with an individual’s tendency
to perceive events as being controlled either by themselves or by external forces
[45]. This idea was originally formulated by Julian B. Rotter and recognises the
importance of the individual’s perception of causality as attributable to both
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intrapersonal determinants and the social context of behavior. Individuals tend
to categorise situations according to their perception of success or failure and,
in particular, according to the reason for their outcome. Depending on the
individual’s perception of causality, an internal locus of control reflects the belief
in a positive reinforcement by his or her own action; whereas an external locus
of control is associated with the expectancy of reinforcement by chance or by
uncontrollable factors – as would apply in the case of unpredictably occurring
seizures.

The concept of locus of control is crucial for achievement motivation and
actions and for emotional reactions to social events. It may therefore influence
compliance, in terms of outpatient attendance at epilepsy clinics and regular
intake of antiepileptic medication, and be a contributory factor particularly in the
occurrence of depressed mood and anxiety. Coping strategies and the well-being
of patients with chronic diseases are generally associated with perceived locus of
control [46], though not only in patients with epilepsy [47, 48]. Children with
epilepsy are, already at this early age, more likely to attribute control of events to
external factors than are chronically ill children with diabetes or healthy controls.
Children with epilepsy show also a lower self-esteem and a higher level of anxiety
compared with their peers [49, 50].

Clinical research uses condition-specific locus of control scales like the Multidi-
mensional Health Locus of Control scales by Wallston and colleagues [51]. Health
locus of control mirrors the patients beliefs regarding perceived control over the
disease and determines health-related behavior. The Multidimensional Health
Locus of Control (MHLC) scale comprises three subscales: internality (I-HLC),
chance (C-HLC), doctors and powerful others (P-HLC) [52]. Studies examining
the attitudes of patients with epilepsy revealed weak perception of internal and
strong perception of external health locus of control [50, 53, 54]. This pattern of
internality and externality may result in a less effective adaptation of these patients
with epilepsy to their illness and a lower engagement in beneficial health behavior
and active coping strategies [54].

Recent studies additionally addressed associations between locus of control and
self-efficacy or self-confidence, showing that a patient’s internal locus of control
correlates with his or her self-efficacy. Both are described as mastery variables
influencing the patient’s quality of life [55] and as predictors for psychological
distress [56]. Accordingly, happiness with life and self-confidence are particularly
low in patients with high seizure frequency [57].

Even though most patients with epilepsy do not feel that they have control
over their seizures, more than fifty percent of patients believe that they can
identify seizure precipitants like stress and fatigue correctly, and many have
developed strategies by which they try to prevent occurrence of seizures or to
abort them [58, 59]. Self-control of seizures would ‘elevate’ the individual to the
position of being able to regulate events and this shift in control expectancy
may likely have a positive psychosocial impact. ‘High controllers’ and ‘low
controllers’ can thus be distinguished according to their belief in their ability
to exert control over their seizures, and this, again, correlates with scores on
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health locus of control scales [53, 60]. Importantly, the degree of self-perceived
seizure control practically manifests itself in patients who seek low-risk-for-seizure
situations, avoid high-risk-for-seizure situations, and make attempts at seizure
prevention.

1.3.2
Problems with Coping Strategies

Strategies such as seeking out low-risk-for-seizure situations and avoiding high-
risk situations are considered behavioral coping strategies. These correspond at
a cognitive level with propositions like ‘Try to maintain some control over the
situation’ or ‘Hope things will get better’ [61], and may lead to a search for
information, contact with other patients and support groups, and to keeping a
seizure diary [62]. Whereas coping strategies may activate patients’ resources and
contribute to psychosocial adjustment and health [46], avoidance behavior may
have negative social implications. Feeling stigmatised, patients with epilepsy are
often ashamed of having publicly ‘displayed’ unpredictable seizures, and they
may therefore tend to avoid leaving home. This can result in social withdrawal,
isolation, lack of positive social interaction and experience, and, finally, in a loss of
self-efficacy and a decline in quality of life.

1.3.3
Depression and Anxiety

Depression and anxiety are the most prevalent psychiatric disorders in adults
with epilepsy [63] and already appear in one-third of children suffering from
epilepsy. Both depression and anxiety may result in suicidal ideation and behav-
ior, even in childhood [64]. About thirty percent of adult patients with epilepsy
report suicide attempts [65], and the suicide rate of epilepsy patients is at least
three times higher than that of the general population [66, 67], particularly in
women [68]. Loss of control is a major psychological factor leading to depres-
sion and anxiety [54, 59]. Epilepsy patients have low internal control beliefs and
medium beliefs in the role of chance. The patient’s tendency to attribute power
to others correlates with the degree of anxiety. Depressivity is related with a more
external attributional style and with loss of internal control beliefs [46,69,70]. This
corresponds to the learned helplessness model of depression by Seligman [70].
Herein, the symptoms of depression such as passiveness, cognitive deficits, and
problems with self-esteem, are due to a lack of contingency between a person’s
behavior and its consequences [71]. Unpredictably occurring seizures, particularly
if accompanied by loss of motor control or consciousness, are paradigmatic
for such a helpless situation. Correspondingly, patients with pharmacoresis-
tant temporal lobe epilepsy undergoing surgical therapy show, preoperatively,
a significant relationship between self-reported depression and external locus of
control [72]. Postoperatively, the early anticipation of seizure freedom may already
improve mood.
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1.3.4
Immobility and Vocational Restrictions

The unpredictable occurrence of seizures results in the imposition of driving
restrictions on epilepsy patients, necessarily so because the patient represents a
danger to him or herself and to all other traffic participants. Most patients with
epilepsy are therefore wholly reliant on public transport or on their personal social
environment. Immobility may lead to vocational problems due either to problems
accessing the place of employment or to driving a car being a job requirement [73].

Vocational restrictions may also be encountered by patients as a result of many
indirect consequences of seizure unpredictability. The occurrence of seizures may
be stigmatising in itself, but cognitive impairments related with the disease and
side effects of antiepileptic medication often also place limitations on a patient’s
level of work performance and achievement. More than one-third of patients
with active epilepsy are unemployed, while this applies to about ten percent of
patients in remission. This serves only to heighten the dependency on the social
security system [57] and to reinforce the feeling of subjective handicap. The range
of vocational possibilities depends on seizure severity: the unpredictable loss of
consciousness, falls, inadequate behavior and loss of motor control are particularly
unfavorable [74].
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Fig. 1.1 Consequences of seizure unpredictability in epilepsy patients.
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1.4
Conclusion

The development of techniques designed to predict epileptic seizure occurrence
could make a considerable contribution to improving the well-being of patients in
all areas discussed here and summarised in Figure 1.1. Progress in this field could
facilitate medical diagnosis, and new timely drug delivery or stimulation techniques
could be specifically targeted to intervene in the preictal brain dynamics that lead
to a seizure. Intermittent therapy could offer major advantages both in efficacy and
in long-term tolerability. Finally, reliable warning systems would reduce patients’
risk of physical harm, might offer new windows of occupational opportunity and
leisure activities, and could contribute to a change in the patient’s perception of
external locus of control, the feeling of helplessness and to secondary psychiatric
problems.
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